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i. Historical. The Corridor was never before 1772, the date of ft
first partition of Poland, an integral part of Germany, but belonged 1
the Polish province of Pomorze for something like seven or eight centuriei
though the whole province came under the rule of the Teutonic Ord«
for about 100 years.
3. Ethnographic. The maps and statistics issued by the Prussia
Government after the census of 1910, which were drawn up with a
the accuracy for which that Government's publications were justl
noted, showed conclusively in that region, apart from one or two of th
larger towns such as Danzig and Bromberg, the majority of the mhabitani
were undoubtedly Poles or Slavs closely allied to Poles.
 3.	Linguistic. The same maps and statistics (there are a series of ther
which anyone can still consult) showed that these inhabitants spot
mainly, not German, but either Polish or a dialect nearly akin thereto.
 4.	Political. They showed, further, that these districts returned t
the Prussian Diet mainly members of the Polish Party, thus making
clear where their political sympathies lay.
 5.	Religious. They also showed that the great majority of the inhabitant
were Roman Catholics who, if they did not return Poles to the Die
returned members of the Centre or Roman Catholic Party.
Lord Howard's conclusion was that the restoration to Polan<
of "this strip of purely Polish territory" was an act of "elementar
justice," which, moreover, found additional justification in th
declaration by the Allies of Poland's right to free access to the sea
WORLD ECONOMIC CONFERENCE
The World Monetary and Economic Conference, with about iy<
delegates from sixty-six nations, opened in London on June 12
Poland had prepared for it by holding a National Economi
Conference in Warsaw, the financial and economic situation o
the country being thoroughly discussed, with special referenc
to agricultural conditions at home and in Central Europe. Hov
the depression had hit Poland was well brought out by the Pres
when it stated that her foreign trade had fallen from 0-84 ton
in 1929 to 0-47 tons in 1932 per head of her population. At th<
London conference the principal Polish representative was Adan
Koc, and on June 13 he set forth the views of Poland, who, hi
said, was always desirous of collaborating with other countriei
in the work of economic reconstruction. He urged that half
measures were useless in dealing with the crisis, the solutioi
of which lay in stabilizing exchange, the re-establishment of thi

